Traditional scholarly journals tend conservatively to deal primarily with "establishment" topics, while those which are not yet admitted to the canon receive inadequate critical scrutiny or are treated in predictably aloof fashion. Because academic publishing may be a high-risk endeavor, subjects not in the mainstream may be shunted aside. While not all of equal significance, many such subjects are worthy of more serious consideration than they have received heretofore, and have much to offer investigators of contemporary myths and culture in regard to the mentality of the age, societal values, and the process of sociocultural change. Even texts of marginal or transitory literary significance can yield valuable historical and sociological insights.

Of primary consideration in the genesis of the MONOGRAPHIC REVIEW/REVISTA MONOGRÁFICA has been the remedying of specific areas of critical neglect. The monographic format was selected because of its combination of the convenience and greater comprehensiveness of book form with the versatility of the periodical. Each number is monographic in its treatment of a single topic while offering a variety of critical viewpoints and methodologies.

MONOGRAPHIC REVIEW/REVISTA MONOGRÁFICA, comprising a series of annual monographic volumes (one per year) is sold by individual numbers, purchase of which does not constitute a subscription to future numbers, although annual notices of pending new volumes are sent to prior purchasers. Please return your purchase order for Volume(s) ________________ (below) with your check.

SALE: COMPLETE SET (Volume I - XXVIII) for $1500

Price per number: U.S. $60.00, Foreign $70.00

VOL. I  (1985)  Hispanic Children's Literature
VOL. II (1986) Spanish Literature of Exile
VOL. III (1987) Hispanic Science Fiction/Fantasy and Thriller
VOL. IV (1988) Hispanic Short Story
VOL. V  (1989)  Hispanism in Non-Hispanic Countries
VOL. VI (1990) Hispanic Women Poets
VOL. VII (1991) Hispanic Erotic; Comics; Novela Rosa
VOL. VIII (1992) Experimental Fiction by Hispanic Women Writers
VOL. IX  (1993) Hispanic Literary Autobiography
VOL. X  (1994) Hispanic Contemporary Baroque
VOL. XI (1995) Hispanic Prison Literature
VOL. XII (1996) Hispanic Travel Literature
VOL. XIII (1997) Hispanic Women Writers
VOL. XIV (1998) Hispanic Millennium/Apocalyptic Literature
VOL. XV  (1999)  Afro-Hispanic Literature
VOL. XVI (2000) Silence in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XVII (2001) Beyond Postmodernism in Hispanic Culture
VOL. XVIII (2002) Permutations of Sin in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XIX (2003)  (Re)Viewing History: The New Historical Novel in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XX (2004) Animals, Beasts and Monsters in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXI (2005) Feasting, Fasting and Gastronomy: Food and Its Uses in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXII (2006) Conspiracy and Secret Societies in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXIII (2007) Postfeminism in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXIV (2008) Pestilence, Catastrophe, War and Destruction in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXV (2009) Kitsch, Cursi, “High” and “Low” and Other Fashions in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXVI (2010) Hysteria, Hallucination and Madness in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXVII (2011) The Occult in Hispanic Literature
VOL. XXVIII (2012) Giménez Bartlett’s Influence in Hispanic Literature